We present the mid-infrared spectrum (3-12 µm) of the zodiacal emission obtained by the Infrared Telescope in Space (IRTS), the first Japanese cryogenically cooled orbital infrared telescope. The Near-Infrared Spectrometer (NIRS) on board IRTS provided the spectrum of 3-4 µm, while that of 4.5-11.7 µm has been observed by the Mid-Infrared Spectrometer (MIRS). In this paper we present the data reduction and results of the observations by MIRS. Spectra of the background emission at high galactic latitudes (|b| > 30
Introduction
The zodiacal emission is the thermal emission from interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and composes the dominant background radiation in the mid-infrared wavelengths. Mid-infrared observations of the zodiacal emission provide important information on IDPs and complements studies of the zodiacal light in the visual range. The Zodiacal Infrared Project (ZIP), the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), and the Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment (DIRBE) on the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) missions surveyed wide areas of the sky in the infrared and observed the zodiacal emission with broad-band photometry (Hauser and Houk, 1984; Murdock and Price, 1985; Reach et al., 1996a) , enabling detailed modelings of the spatial distribution and/or optical properties of the IDP (e.g., Hong and Um, 1987; Dumont and Levasseur-Regourd, 1988; Reach, 1988 Reach, , 1992 Giese and Kneissel, 1989; Reach et al., 1996a) . Spectroscopic studies, on the other hand, are expected to provide significant information on the compositions and size distribution of IDPs.
Recently, spectroscopic observations of the zodiacal emission near the ecliptic plane have been made by the camera on the Infrared Space Observatory (ISOCAM) in the midinfrared region (5-16 µm) (Reach et al., 1996b) . suggests that the ISOCAM spectrum can be fitted by grey body radiation at 270 K with a broad excess emission feature in the 9-11 µm range. * Also at SRON, Groningen, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands.
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The near-infrared spectrum of the zodiacal light and emission in the spectral range of 1.4-4 µm has been obtained by the Near-Infrared Spectrometer (NIRS) on board the Infrared Telescope in Space (IRTS) . They found that the spectrum shorter than 3.2 µm is dominated by scattered solar radiation and is well fitted by a grey body of 6000 K. On the other hand, the spectrum at longer wavelengths shows a clear excess relative to the scattered component, indicating that the thermal emission from IDPs dominates for λ > 3.2 µm. This paper presents the results of the mid-infrared observations (4.5-11.7 µm) of the zodiacal emission obtained by the Mid-Infrared Spectrometer (MIRS) also on board IRTS (Roellig et al., 1994) . Combining these results with the NIRS spectrum, the spectrum of the zodiacal emission for the spectral range of 3-12 µm is obtained around the ecliptic plane and its characteristics are discussed.
Observations
IRTS was the first Japanese cryogenically cooled orbital infrared telescope and surveyed about 7% of the entire sky . MIRS was one of the four focal plane instruments on board IRTS. It was a low-resolution spectrometer with a field of view of 8 × 8 , and covered the spectral range of 4.5-11.7 µm with 32 discrete detectors. The spectral resolution was approximately 0.3 µm and was optimized for the spectroscopic study of diffuse extended emission (Roellig et al., 1994) . The flight calibration and performance of MIRS are given in Roellig et al. (1996) and Tanabé et al. (1997) . The procedures of correction of the cosmic ray hits and point source extraction are given in Yamamura et al. (1997) . In the followings we describe the data reduction and results of the zodiacal emission observations by MIRS. The data reduction and results of the NIRS observations have been given in Matsumoto et al. (1996) . The IRTS observations were made from 1995 March 29 to April 26. In this paper we present the data of two days, April 19 and April 20, where the performance of the instrument was the most stable and disturbances, such as those due to satellite maneuvers, were minimal. We selected sky area with high galactic latitudes (|b| > 30
• ) in order to minimize possible contributions from faint stars in the Galactic disk. We smoothed the raw data over time periods of 5s, in regions where no point sources were seen. We finally had about 500 data sets to be used for the present analysis. Dark currents were subtracted and the raw signal converted into surface brightnesses based on flight absolute calibrations and beam profile measurements (cf., Onaka et al., 1996) .
In Fig. 1 , we show the selected sky areas in the ecliptic coordinates. Here, λ and β represent the ecliptic longitude and latitude of the selected regions, respectively, while λ represents the ecliptic longitude of the Sun. Their galactic latitudes are shown in the right vertical axis. The scan paths crossed the ecliptic plane at λ − λ ∼ 90
• , and reached β ∼ 75
• , while the galactic latitude changed from 30
• to 60
• . The sky area where the data were sampled is rather limited due to the one-month observation period of IRTS, but it is still sufficiently extensive to investigate the zodiacal emission.
Data Reduction and Results
We averaged the data sets in 5
• intervals of the ecliptic latitude along the scan and obtained the mean sky brightness. In Fig. 2 , the ecliptic dependence of the surface brightness is shown for four typical wavelength bands in the April 20 data. The observed sky brightness shows a clear dependence on the ecliptic latitude. Furthermore, it can be shown that all the wavelength channels of MIRS have a similar dependence on the latitude, indicating that the spectral shape does not change appreciably with the ecliptic latitude. The spectral shapes of two typical regions (12.
• 5 < β < 20.
• 0, 71.
• 3 < β < 73.
• 0) are quite similar to each other as shown in Fig. 3 . The sky brightnesses at the 4.9 µm and 12 µm bands of the DIRBE observations have been obtained from the weekly skymaps by averaging the data over the same areas and solar elongations as those of the MIRS spectra and they are shown also in Fig. 3 by squares. The DIRBE data points are colorcorrected by a grey body of 250 K. Taking account of the calibration uncertainty of the MIRS (Tanabé et al., 1997) , the MIRS spectra are in agreement with the DIRBE data.
The observed mid-infrared sky brightness consists of the potentially uncorrected instrumental dark current, if any, the zodiacal emission, the integrated light of the galactic components (faint stars and emission from the interstellar medium), and the extragalactic emission. The spectrum of the zodiacal emission has been obtained by subtracting the background emission at high ecliptic latitudes (71.
• 0) from that at low ecliptic latitudes (12.
• 0). Both data sets were chosen to have the same galactic latitudes (40
• ) in order to cancel out the contribution from the remaining dark current, the faint stellar contribution, and the extragalactic emission. No apparent dependence of the spectral shape on the ecliptic latitude ensures that this procedure will not introduce any spurious features in the resulting spectrum.
The interstellar medium has been shown to have distinct band features, so-called "unidentified infrared bands", in the mid-infrared range (Mattila et al., 1996; Onaka et al., 1996 Onaka et al., , 1997 . Dwek et al. (1997) atoms cm −2 at the band peaks. The HI column density of the observed direction of the sky is typically several ×10 20 cm −2 and thus this component could still be observable in the subtracted spectrum. Further observational studies are needed to make better estimate of the contribution of this component. The spectrum of the difference between two regions obtained here, however, does not indicate any UIR band features and we assume that the contribution from the interstellar medium is negligible in this study.
The zodiacal emission spectrum, thus obtained, was scaled to the observed 7.09 µm brightness of the region of |b| < 10
• . We show this scaled MIRS spectrum of the zodiacal emission in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , we also show the spectrum of the zodiacal light of 1.4-4.0 µm, which was obtained by NIRS for the same sky area as used in this study . It can be seen that the MIRS spectrum is connected smoothly Fig. 4 . The NIRS and MIRS spectra of the zodiacal light and emission. The MIRS spectrum was scaled to the 7.09 µm brightness of the region of |β| < 10 • . The NIRS spectrum was scaled to the 1.83 µm brightness . The dashed line indicates the sum of the spectra of 6000 K grey body scaled to the observed 1.83 µm brightness and that of 250 K grey body scaled to the observed 7.09 µm brightness. The solid line indicates the sum of 6000 K and 280 K, and the dotted line indicates the sum of 6000 K and 270 K grey bodies similarly scaled.
with the NIRS spectrum. The short wavelength part of the NIRS spectrum (λ < 3.2 µm) is attributed to the scattered light of the solar radiation by IDPs and can be fitted well by a grey body of 6000 K. Dumont and Levasseur-Regourd (1988) suggested from the analysis of the wide-band photometry data of ZIP and IRAS that the temperature of the zodiacal emission inferred from each data set is different, being 298 K and 257 K, respectively, when the dust is assumed to emit as a grey body. The difference may be attributed to the difference in their absolute calibrations. The latest spectroscopic study by ISOCAM indicates that the mid-infrared spectrum (5-16 µm) can be fitted by a grey body at 270 K and suggests a broad emission hump of 10% in the 9-11 µm region.
Discussion
As shown in Fig. 4 , the MIRS spectrum of the zodiacal emission (6-12 µm) can be fitted fairly well by a grey body curve at 250 K (dashed line). In this fit, however, excess emission appears in the range from 3 µm of the NIRS spectrum to 6 µm of the MIRS spectrum. The MIRS spectrum is smoothly connected to the NIRS spectrum, and thus, the excess in this fit is rather secure. On the other hand, the spectrum from 3 µm to 8 µm matches well with a 280 K grey body (solid line), which is about the radiative equilibrium temperature of a grey body at the earth's orbit. In this case, excess emission is seen at wavelengths longer than 9 µm, as suggested by in the ISOCAM spectrum. A slight depression is also seen in the range 5.5-7 µm. The 9-12 µm excess seen is larger (≥ 20%) than that indicated by , who fits the spectrum with that of a grey body at temperature of 270 K. A fit of the IRTS spectrum with a 270 K grey body results in a less excess in the 10 µm region, but shows a slight excess at 3-4 µm of the NIRS spectrum. The derived temperature thus depends on the spectral range where the fit is attempted and it is difficult to put a decisive conclusion only from the present data set. The shape of the MIRS spectrum is in agreement with the ISOCAM spectrum as a whole. The absolute brightness cannot be directly compared because the MIRS did not observe the position of the ISOCAM observations with the same solar elongation.
The temperature of IDPs is sensitive to the size and composition of the particles. In addition, if the presence of the excess emission feature is real, it should provide significant information on the nature of IDPs. The size distribution of the interplanetary meteoroids (Grün et al., 1985) indicates that the zodiacal light is dominated by large particles with radii of around 30 µm, which have temperatures around 280 K. The excess at 3-6 µm, if real, could be band emission of the particles or particles with high temperatures (≥ 400 K). Such high temperatures may be obtained if the particles are smaller than the submicron size and/or have high absorptivity (Reach, 1988) . Matsumoto et al. (1996) suggest from the near-infrared zodiacal light observations by NIRS that IDPs may consist of the material similar to the S-type asteroids. If IDPs are dominated by silicate-type particles of the size distribution with an enhancement of submicron particles, such as the lunar microcrater distribution (Grün et al., 1985) , they may show band features in the 10 µm region (Reach et al., 1996b) . A recent study of asteroids also suggests the presence of band features in the 10 µm region of the spectrum of Ceres (Cohen et al., 1998) . Therefore, the presence of features in the 10 µm region of the zodiacal emission is not unexpected and the near-infrared zodiacal light and the mid-infrared zodiacal emission may be interpreted consistently in terms of the silicate-type IDPs. These silicate particles must be absorptive enough to get to high temperatures. "Astronomical silicate" (Draine and Lee, 1984 ) is a likely candidate since it has large absorptivity relative to terrestrial silicates. However, it still does not provide a reasonable fit to the observed hump (Reach et al., 1996b) . The present investigation clearly indicates the significance of spectroscopic study in determining the nature of IDPs and further investigations are certainly warranted.
Other than these possible broad features we do not see any other features at more than the 10% level in the MIRS spectrum of the zodiacal emission. Several small features may be seen, but they are within calibration errors.
